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welcome 
to the second edition 
of Growing Matters, a 
magazine for business 
minded farmers and 
growers from agrii.

2015 will be a challenging but opportune year for UK agriculture and 
the second edition of Growing Matters offers insight to practical and 
efficient solutions designed to support the profitability and resilience 
of the farm business. 

We have seen great examples in recent months of how Agrii R&D 
is delivering real value on farm for our customers and you can read 
about a number of these over the following pages. 

As always we welcome your feedback and if you would like more 
information on any of the subjects covered, please don’t hesitate to get 
in touch.

Thank you for your interest and we hope you enjoy reading  
Growing Matters. 

With very best wishes for a successful 2015. 

Mark Thomas 
Editor
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T he Agrii National Cereal Disease 
Survey (ANCDS) complements and 
extends the UK Cereal Pathogen 

Virulence Survey (UKCPVS) and the HGCA 
Recommended List variety resistance 
ratings. It provides real-time seasonal 
disease development intelligence from 
untreated plots of key wheat varieties 
grown to the same protocol at a large 
number of locations from Aberdeen in the 
north east to Truro in the south west.

Following piloting with 36 varieties 
across 14 sites in 2013/14, the survey 
has been extended and developed into 
a core programme by the Agrii R&D 
team working closely with international 
wheat consultant, Bill Angus and cereal 
pathologist and long-time UKCPVS project 
leader, Dr Rosemary Bayles. 

“It’s all about agronomic risk 
management,” explained northern R&D 
manager, Jim Carswell. “Through the 
programme we will be providing our 
agronomists and growers with the most 
up-to-date in-season intelligence on the 
development of yellow and brown rust 
and Septoria tritici from their areas in the 
wheats they are growing.

A new annual disease surveillance programme to help wheat growers across the 
country achieve the most cost-effective control of rusts and Septoria through the best-
informed variety choice and fungicide use has been established by Agrii.

suPPortinG DeCision-MaKinG

“Recent experience reinforces just how 
rapidly variety disease resistance 

can be overcome by changes in a pathogen 
like yellow rust,” stressed international wheat 
consultant, Bill Angus. “What’s more, today’s 
very narrow genetic base arguably makes 
us more vulnerable to such changes than at 
any time since the disastrous Rothwell Perdix 
breakdown of 1967.

“Yes, we are growing a far wider range of varieties. But so many 
of them are so closely related that we are relying on perilously 
few disease resistance genes. It only takes a quick glance at the 

“Yellow rust was something we didn’t 
really see in the north not so long ago,” 
he reported. “At the end of last January, 
though, 68% of varieties in our Bishop 
Burton Technology Centre plots were 
showing infection. We’ve been recording 
big differences in infection levels between 
varieties in our Perth and Aberdeen plots 
too; and yellow rust is also becoming more 
evident at our south western sites. In just 
the same way, we’re seeing noticeably 
greater Septoria development in the 
eastern counties.”

As well as picking-up on all these trends, 
including a broad range of benchmark 
varieties with known sources of resistance 
at each site means ANCDS will be 
invaluable in monitoring changes in 

pathogen populations. In addition, 
virulence phenotyping by UKCPVS and 
genotyping at the Genome Analysis Centre 
provide extra information on the genetic 
relationships between rust races.  

pedigrees, for instance, to discover that fully 58% of the Nabim 
Group 3 and Group 4 varieties on the current Recommended List 
have Robigus in their parentage.”

Although inevitably historic and from a limited number of untreated 
sites, Bill Angus stressed that the RL disease resistance ratings 
from HGCA and diversification data from UKCPVS provide a vital 
information base for agronomists and growers. 

With the extent of current genetic vulnerability and the scale as 
well as speed of recent pathogen change – not to mention ever-
increasing pressures on agrochemical availability and efficacy 
– however, he is adamant that extra real-time disease development 
intelligence is essential these days.   

on a knife-edge with disease

extra aid for better 
disease management

Rosemary Bayles & Jim Carswell, R&D Manager (North) 
examine disease surveillance plots

Tussock plots at AgriiFocus 

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “Intelligence from regular monitoring of our untreated surveillance plots will 
provide an invaluable early warning system, enabling managers to keep ahead 
of disease development with the best possible fungicide programme planning 
and management. It will also ensure they have the very latest information on the 
resistance status of varieties they may be considering growing to inform their 
decisionmaking ahead of autumn planting each season.”
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soLVinG aGronoMiC ProBLeMs

“W e’re seeing worrying changes in the 
triazole sensitivity of Septoria tritici,”  
he stressed. 

“At the same time, many of today’s varieties 
are acutely vulnerable to rapidly evolving 
brown and yellow rust races and most have 
questionable Septoria strength. What’s more, 
increasingly variable weather and fewer men 
and machines managing larger and larger 
acreages is putting more and more pressure on 
spraying windows.

Managing growing foliar 
disease challenges

Wheat growers across the UK must make the best possible use of all the 
agronomic risk management tools at their disposal to combat the escalating 
foliar disease challenge, believes Agrii head of agronomy, Colin Lloyd. 

On the evidence of more than 10 years of the company’s 
extensive Co-ordinated Growing Systems (COGS) trials 
across the country, Colin Lloyd is adamant that spray 
timing, chemistry rates and chemical choice need to be 
matched carefully to variety, seed treatment at T(-1) and 
drilling date in modern wheat disease management.

“Variety choice can be hugely significant if 
circumstances conspire against getting your spray 
programme ‘spot on’,” he pointed out. “Especially if 
you’re growing large acreages of higher risk varieties, 
you fail to manage the extra risk with a T(-1) seed 
treatment active against foliar disease or you increase 
disease pressure by early drilling.”

The impact of stretched spray timings is another 
area the Agrii research team has been investigating 
in recent years alongside the value of both T0 and 
T3 sprays. In the absence of a T0 and with identical 
chemistry, bringing the T1 forward from the ideal 
timing by 5 days and delaying the T2 by 10 days – as 
can easily happen where the weather limits spray 
days – has been found to hit yields by around 0.4 t/ha. 
The work also shows that a T0 can effectively prevent 
this loss.

“With larger acreages and increasingly 
variable weather, one of the most valuable 
roles of a T0 is the effective protection it 
gives against T1 and T2 timing problems,” 
noted Colin Lloyd. “Even so, over 10 years of 
trials we’ve recorded an average T0 yield 
response of just under 0.4 t/ha “What’s more, 
the least response we’ve ever recorded 
in a season has been 0.2 t/ha which, at a 
cost of less than £15/ha, makes a T0 highly 
worthwhile even with wheat at £120/t.

“Our work shows a typical response of just 
under 0.5t/ha from a T3 spray too,” he adds. 
“Like the response to T0, this varies widely 
between varieties – from 0.2 t/ha to almost 
0.8 t/ha. This underlines the importance of 
both variety choice and variety-specific 
agronomy in foliar disease management.”

As far as fungicide selection is 
concerned, the Agrii research clearly 
demonstrates the importance of 
matching chemistry to both variety and 
season for the greatest value. 

Across five varieties over three years in 
six locations, the average response from 
a three treatment programme involving 
an SDHI rather than a standard triazole/
strobilurin combination was just over 
0.5t/ha. The extra yield benefit of the 
SDHI, however, ranged from less than 
0.1 t/ha with the least responsive variety 
to a full 1t with the most responsive. And 
in wet seasons the average five variety 
response was over 0.9t/ha against just 
0.2t/ha in dry seasons.

“Given the particular activity of SDHIs 
against Septoria, it’s no surprise 
they deliver more in wet years,” said 
Colin Lloyd. “Nor that we find a clear 
relationship between SDHI response and 
varietal resistance to Septoria tritici – an 
understanding that can make all the 
difference in deciding when and where 
to target the chemistry for maximum 
financial benefit. 

“Equally valuable here is the intelligence 
our in-depth trials are providing every 
year on specific responses to a range 
of dose rates, using stacked triazoles to 
combat changing Septoria sensitivity, 
and interactions between fungicides and 
protein quality as well as yield.”  

Yield benefits

0.4
t/ha

0.5
t/ha

0.5
t/ha

10 year average response 
from a T0 spray

Typical response from  
a T3 spray

Extra response from SDHIs 
in three spray programmes

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “Without even considering the possibility 
of future triazole restrictions, it’s clear 
we need to think well beyond the T1/T2 
fungicide choice that has long been the 
primary focus of most disease management 
strategies if we are to keep our heads 
securely above water.”
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We need to get our 
oilseed rape off to 
the best possible 

start to give it enough of an 

edge over the game birds and 

pigeons we have in abundance 

courtesy of well over 800 acres 

of woodland criss-crossing 

our 1200 acre arable area,” 

explained Simon.

“However, the rape generally 

has to go in after wheat in our 

four year arable rotation as 

we need the barley ground to 

grow stubble turnips for our 

1500-ewe lamb enterprise. Add 

to this the fact that all our straw 

is baled and we can never drill 

as early as we’d like. 

“At the same time our largest 

field is 30 acres, which means 

we can’t drill nearly as fast as 

those with wide open arable 

spaces. And soils varying from 

pot clay to blow-away sand 

don’t do us any favours either.”

iMProVinG PreCision 

Challenging the establishment

soil-centred osr 
improvement

By focussing their attention firmly on crop establishment through better soil management 
and precision, manager Simon Collins and his team at the Giffard family’s Chillington Estate 
near Wolverhampton are pushing yields across their 120 acres of winter OSR from an historic 
2.5t/ha or less to 4 tonnes and beyond. 

Clear differences in the speed and evenness of initial oilseed 
rape growth as well as early slug and weed pressures have 
been recorded between the seven modern establishment 

systems being put to the test one of the Chillington fields in a special 
Agrii project this season.

Each of the systems from six manufacturers drilled DK ExPower at  
50 seeds/m2 into around four acres of freshly-harvested wheat 
stubble with plenty of surface trash in front of visitors at a mid-
August demonstration day. 

From simple sub-soiler seeding to power harrow and direct drilling, 
the wide variety of discs, tines, coulters and packers involved dealt 
with the favourable sandy loam ground conditions at sowing well, 
the key contrast being major differences in the degree of surface soil 
disturbance produced and visible trash left behind. 

“Interestingly, it was this surface contrast that seems to have been 
behind most of the establishment differences we’ve seen,” reported 
Peter Jones. “Although definitely quicker to emerge from the ground 
receiving the least surface cultivation, the crops here suffered 
noticeably more from slugs at cotyledon stage. On the other hand, 

Perhaps the biggest obstacle 
to performance Simon Collins 
and his agronomist Peter Jones 
identified early on in their 
improvement efforts was serious 
compaction built-up over the 
years on sandy ground, in 
particular. They overcame this 
by introducing sub-soiling into 
the rotation as a routine ahead 
of every OSR crop, despite the 
extra time pressures it placed  
on establishment.

Since then SoilQuest scanning 
has revealed the true extent 
of the variation in the estate’s 
glacial deposit soils. Each field, 
for instance, typically has four 
or five different soil types with 
pHs down to well below 6.0, 
and TSP recommendations 
varying from zero to 145 kg/ha. 
This makes the variable rate 
P, K and lime applications – 
which have now also become 
a matter of course – especially 
valuable. What’s more, the 
precision technology is allowing 

both variable seed rates and 
nitrogen applications.

“The fast developing, 
vigorous hybrids we’ve 
switched to growing are 
a vast improvement on 
the pure lines of the past,” 
Peter Jones reported. “Now 
we have the varieties 
with early get-up-and-go 
we need, varying their 
sowing rate to individual 
management zones is really 
helping us achieve the 20-25 
plants/m2 we’re after with 
far greater consistency and 
less risk across every part 
of every field. 

“Varying the nitrogen 
we apply – both to the 
seedbeds in the autumn 
and in our two spring splits 
– is also set to give us useful 
advantages in securing 
the even, well-branched 
canopies we want from the 
modest 150-160 kg N/ha we 
apply ” he added.

“In so many ways, 
precision agronomy 
looks like being a real 
game-changer here.” 

Interestingly too, precision 
agronomy has given the 
Chillington team a valuable  
edge in tackling another of 
their major OSR establishment 
challenges – poppies.

“Small, awkwardly-shaped 
fields with a good sprinkling of 
parkland trees meant we’d never 
been able to use a pre-em in the 
past,” pointed out Simon Collins. 
“Instead, we’d always had to 
wait until the crop showed us the 
tramlines before going in with 
our first spray. 

“With GPS guidance from our 
Patchwork box, though, we’re now 
able to get the pre-em applied 
just when it needs to be, with 
no overlaps or misses. So we’re 
nowhere near as vulnerable to 
the weather holding-up post-em 
spraying as we used to be.”  

greater surface cultivation appears to have been more conducive 
to the early germination and establishment of the large amount of 
charlock and runch the study field is known to carry. 

“Compared to our sub-soiling followed by ploughing and power 
harrow drilling, the work-rates from all the systems were very 
impressive. “But there are a lot of questions that remain to be 
answered before we consider making a change. Faster establishment 
is a priority for us, but we also need a regime which will give us the 
quality of seed-to-soil contact we get from our current system.“  

Simon Collins (left) and Peter Jones, Agronomist 
check OSR fitness ahead of combining

 OSR establishment day
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stretCHinG PerForManCe

Following careful planning and site selection, Lawrence & 
Anthony Bonner and their Agrii team have risen to the Best of 
British Wheat challenge spectacularly at the Brackley iFarm 
in Northamptonshire over the past season with a 2.5 ha crop 
of early October-sown Dickens averaging 15.04 t/ha. 

achieving 15t  
        at Brackley

Pushing yields with cost-effective nutrition
Wheat nutrition needs to go well beyond conventional fertiliser thinking if yields are to 
be cost-effectively pushed ahead, according to the latest Agrii research.

R esults from the company’s Best of British Wheat  
15 Tonne Challenge, involving parallel field-scale studies 
on commercial farms and small plot trials across the 

research network, are highlighting the fundamental importance 

of the best-balanced nutrition throughout the growing season to 

consistently raise the yield bar.

“Nutrition is the first essential for yield-building,” stressed 

Agrii head of crop science, David Langton. “We don’t have 

all construction plans yet. But our own work, together with 

contributions from some of the country’s leading crop experts, is 

pointing the way ahead in a number of exciting ways.

“P and K indexes of 2 and 250 kg/ha of N may be sufficient for 
yields of 8-10 t/ha,” he said. “Equally, at these levels there may not 
be much need for extra sulphur, magnesium or micronutrients. 
But for 15t/ha it’s another story. So, as we raise the performance 
bar we need to raise our whole nutritional game.”

Clear evidence of the extent to which this is required and 
indications of ways it can be achieved are emerging from 
the past two seasons of trials investigating a whole range of 
nutrient interactions at the AgriiFocus Technology Centre 
near Marlborough and other trials sites.

“We see classic diminishing returns from extra nitrogen above 
around 270 kg/ha as other limiting factors kick in,” explained Agrii 
western trials manager, Dr Syed Shah. “Where we apply 300 kg/
ha of N or more, though, we find worthwhile responses to higher 
levels of P and K.

“In the same way, we see insufficient sulphur limiting 
responses to N, P and K and vice-versa. Lack of magnesium 
has also limited responses to sulphur on the downland site, 
with Kieserite (25% MgO) delivering valuable yield advantages 
over ammonium sulphate (with no Mg).”

“Particularly impressive have been the yield responses we’ve 
seen from foliar trace elements,” Dr Shah added. “Interestingly, 
our most recent work showed no response to individual 
applications of zinc, copper or boron but an extra 0.5 t/ha from a 
programme of the three. And this has clearly been linked to better 
green leaf retention during grain fill.”   

Foremost among the keys to the 
challenge crop’s success identified 
by Greg Taylor were:

+ A robust, high yielding variety 
with good disease resistance;

+ TSP and seed rates varied to 
SoilQuest management zones;

+ Effective control of grass  
and broad-leaved weeds from  
the outset;

+ 320 kg N/ha from the bag in four 
splits, 55% after the flag leaf;

+ Particular attention to PGR 
management at T0 and T1; 

+ A robust well-timed four-spray 
fungicide programme; and,

+ Carefully balanced micro-nutrient 
applications based on regular 
tissue analyses. 

Agrii R&D Manager (West),  
Dr Syed Shah with David Langton, 
Head of Crop Science 

“The clay loam land at Cold Harbour Farm has profited from 
the Bonner family’s excellent rotation management with 
regular additions of farmyard manure giving an organic 
matter content of 6%,” pointed out Agrii agronomist, Greg 
Taylor responsible for managing the crop. “A decent soil 
structure following careful management over the atrocious 
winter of 2012/13 and a preceding crop of spring beans  
gave us the perfect wheat entry, with soil analyses showing 
60 kg/ha of potentially available N last spring.”

“Guided by the latest results from detailed agronomic 
research at our AgriiFocus Technology Centre near Swindon 
all our management was driven by the conditions of the site, 
demands of the season and needs of the crop.”

“We can’t do this without getting sufficient N, P and K into our 
crops. Nor can we achieve it if other essential nutrients are 
limiting. And the balance between them needs to remain as 
optimal as possible through each stage of crop development.” 

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ Most importantly the challenge crop produced a good 
4 t/ha more than the other half of the same field where 
JB Diego was grown to current Top 25% agronomy 
programme – an extra spend of just over £160/ha 
delivering a margin improvement of nearly £300 even 
at a disappointing wheat price of £108/t.

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “Our target for a 15t/ha crop is essentially 500 ears/m2 
carrying 55 grains/ear with a 1000 grain weight of 55g.  
For this we need to build and maintain sufficient tillers, 
ensure the best possible grain set and preserve the most 
efficient crop canopy to support grain fill.” 
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Across their 230 ha of first and second wheats 
they averaged almost exactly 12t/ha last 
harvest with seed crops of Leeds after vining 

peas delivering especially impressively.

Master seeds recipe knocks 
on world record door

Pushing wheat yields with a quality Master Seeds 
growing recipe is delivering handsome rewards 
for Rod Smith and his Beal Farm team on the 
Northumberland coast near Berwick-on-Tweed.

stretCHinG PerForManCe

“As usual, we didn’t stint on inputs with 
this crop,” said Eric Horsburgh. “But 
we only used what was needed on a 
thoroughly prescriptive basis. Disease 
control and plant growth regulation were 
major challenges in a growthy season 
with almost no winter to speak of. So our 
spring and summer spray programme 
was pretty intensive, amounting to six 
fungicide and four PGR applications.

“We chose Leeds for its particular 
northern-yielding abilities at the top 
of the soft Group 4 tree however, isn’t 
the most yellow rust resistant variety 
and mid-September sowing left it fairly 
exposed in a mild winter with so much 
of the disease around locally well before 
Christmas. Under these circumstances 
the fluquinconazole seed dressing we 
employed at T(-1) proved invaluable in 
holding the infections well at bay through 
to the spring.” 

Along with enough fertiliser nitrogen 
balanced with the right amount of 
sulphur, P and K indices across the entire 
SoilQuest-mapped field comfortably 
above 2 and trace elements to overcome 
specific imbalances revealed in soil and 
tissue testing, sufficient soil care is a vital 
ingredient in Beal Farm’s wheat recipe.

The relatively simple farm rotation – 
vining peas, two wheats, spring barley 
and two wheats before going back to peas 
– enables the team to plough every three 
years between successive min-tillings 
ahead of the wheats.

“This means we work our ground at 
different depths on a regular basis to 
cycle nutrients, prevent cultivation pans 
and effectively incorporate the 500t of 
muck we bring in each year in a barley 
straw swap with neighbours,” Rod 
pointed out.

“Effective sub-soiling with our Sumo is 
essential on our heavy ground. As is the 
patience to only work it when conditions 
are right. At the same time, Alan Fairbairn, 
Stephen Pringle, Stuart Ord and I do 
everything we can to avoid compaction 
with the way we set up and operate every 
single piece of machinery.

“Over the years we and Agrii have 
developed a system that suits our ground 
and conditions well,” he concluded. 
“We’ve learnt a lot from Master Seeds 
growing, in particular. This is really 
helping us maximise the performance 
and profitability of our entire cropping. 
Together we are planning to raise our 
wheat production game still further in the 
years ahead. Our entire team is extremely 
excited about what we can do. Who knows, 
we may even be able to reclaim the official 
world wheat record from the Kiwis before 
long – and without irrigation either!”  

Eric Horsburgh, Agronomist  
and customer Rod Smith 

performance in recent years,” he reported. “As has 
the agronomic discipline of growing for quality 
seed markets. It certainly focuses the mind on first 
class husbandry throughout the crop’s life and 
across the rotation.” 

As well as the attractive premium – especially 
appreciated at current wheat market prices – the 
value of quality seed wheat growing is crystal clear 
in the performance of the main Master Seeds crop of 
Leeds grown at Beal Farm last season.

“Yield is the key to profitability and we know 
our system can deliver really big yields, so we 
and our Agrii agronomist, Eric Horsburgh have 
always pushed for them,” explained Rod who 
farms the 400 ha family holding in partnership 
with his father James and wife, Vicky.

“Soil mapping and variable rate P & K have really 
helped cut field variations and improve our overall 

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ One central 14 ha field block delivered a 
good 17 t/ha – a performance that would have 
smashed New Zealand’s 15.6 t/ha world record 
had it been verified.

+ The 28 ha field averaged 12.3 t/ha for a total 
input cost of around £600. At a feed wheat 
price of £120/t this represents a gross margin 
of more than £1000/ha before accounting for 
any extra value from the timely use of Agrii 
marketing tools.
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aGrii at a GLanCe

working for you

  R&D sites

  iFarm location

  Weather stations

  Distribution depots

  Seed plants Agronomy Research

Investing more than £1million 
every year in R&D enables 
Agrii to keep farmers up to 
date with the latest methods of 
profitable production.

Seed Processing

Four state of the art Master Seeds 
processing plants and a fleet of 
mobile units ensure our customers 
crops get the best possible start. 

Input Technologies

Access to the latest seed, crop 
protection and nutrition inputs, all 
supported with a logistics service 
that sets the standard in the industry 
and ensures “farming on time”.

Farm Business 
Consultancy 

Our Farm Business consultants 
complete the Agrii offer, 
providing a full suite of services 
from strategic planning to 
environmental stewardship. Soil Quest 

Field scanning, satellite technology 
and soil sampling are used to create 
detailed Soil Survey Maps which 
allow more precise agronomic 
decisions and techniques.

Connecting Agri-science  
with farming 

Agrii harnesses the power of skilled 
agronomists and the best intelligence 
to deliver unrivalled expertise and 
support for sustainable and profitable 
farming systems in the UK.

Local support
Wherever you are, whatever you farm, Agrii 
has more to offer:

+ 5 Technology Centres, 62,000 Trial plots 
across the UK: representing all regions and 
crops, 460 Replicated Trials nationally

+ 32 demonstration iFarms: putting R&D  
into practice

+ More than 170 weather stations
+ 44 local offices
+ Integrated support from 300 agronomists
+ All tailored to meet your specific needs
+ Supporting over 1.4mHa of farming

agrii uK 
Coverage

UK Weather Station 
Network 

Our ADCON weather stations 
process weather data to forecast 
pest and disease pressure and 
allow more accurate decision 
making on input applications.

Precision Agronomy 

Our national network of 300 highly 
trained agronomists who tailor the 
latest research and technology into 
individual farm situations.

Decision Support Services

Agrii’s suite of 21st century agronomy tools 
for accessing and interpreting data to fine 
tune input use and improve the bottom line.   

£1M

iFarms – Knowledge 
transfer 

This network of 32 working 
farms across the UK – Agrii 
customers – allows farmers to 
view, and discuss, the latest 
agronomic innovations.

32
aDCon
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Crop Marketing 
where’s the strategy?
If 2014 taught us anything it’s how vulnerable we are without a 
crop marketing strategy that goes well beyond when and how 
we sell, believes Agrii Head of Crop Marketing, David Neale. 

inCreasinG Business eFFiCienCY

Golden Marketing strategy

4 Secure at least some 
added-value contracts for 
consumer-driven markets

5 Understand what local 
buyers want and become 
their preferred suppliers

1 Know your costs of 
production and do nothing 
to compromise yield

2 Sell little and often at every 
marketing opportunity to 
build your average price

3 Don’t rely on commodity 
production unless you can 
be sure of high yields 6 Always grow the most 

marketable specification 
you can

In a market where the lowest possible cost per tonne is vital, it’s crucial to 
secure every bit of yield the season allows. His input bill may have been more 
overall, but one grower I know cut his feed wheat production costs from £131/t to 
just £98/t simply by boosting yields last season.

“You can’t seize market opportunities if you 
don’t have a good idea of how much each 
tonne of crop is costing you to grow,” David 
Neale insisted. “Which brings us to the next 
essential – do nothing to compromise yield.

“In a market where the lowest possible cost 
per tonne is vital, it’s crucial to secure every 
bit of yield the season allows. His input bill 
may have been more overall, but one grower. 
I know cut his feed wheat production costs 
from £131/t to just £98/t simply by boosting 
yields last season.”

Unless growers can produce a good  
10 t/ha crop of winter wheat or 4 t/ha-plus 
of winter rape, David Neale is convinced 
they shouldn’t place all their eggs in the 
commodity cropping basket. Instead, he 
strongly recommends growing for consumer-
driven markets, preferably under contract.

Among the many opportunities for the 2015 
harvest, he points to milling wheat variety 
contracts with a minimum £20 premium and 
HOLL rape delivering flat rate premia of 
£25-35/t as well as value-added markets for a 

“T oday’s market is an inevitable 
consequence of the world’s 
biggest crops of wheat, maize 

and soya in a single year,” he explained. 
“The gap between world supply and 
demand remains slender, the surplus is 
in relatively few hands and short term 
markets are heavily influenced by fund 
managers. So weather or political events 
could change things very rapidly. With the 
fundamentals as they are, though, it would 
be unwise to bank on a substantial market 
recovery ahead of next harvest.”

How then does David Neale suggest 
growers should react to the most 
challenging market for several years? 
And, even more importantly perhaps, 
how can they best minimise their future 
vulnerability to modern market volatility?

The first essential, he is adamant, is a 
sufficient understanding of actual costs of 
production to take full advantage of crop 
marketing opportunities as they arise 
through the season, selling little and often 
to build the average price.

range of spring-sown pulses, low and high 
N malting barleys, and linseed for animal 
feed and human consumption.

“We’ve been at the forefront of developing 
premium contracts on particular varieties 
for specific markets for some while now,” 
explained David Neale. “Providing food 
manufacturers with extra functionality as 
well as traceability is an excellent way for 
growers to build greater market security 
into their cropping.

“Alongside such contracts, I have no 
doubt everyone should be taking the 
time to understand what their local 
markets require and building preferred 
supplier relationships with customers on 
their doorsteps. 

“At the same time, even if you are producing 
a commodity crop for a more general 
market, you must grow the most marketable 
produce you can. A good specific weight or 
Hagberg in a feed wheat, for instance, can 
make all the difference to your ability to sell 
in a buyers’ market.”  

assessing soil texture

A grii, Glencore and the Crisp Malting Group have established an exclusive 
central England producer group to grow high output continental spring 
barley, Explorer on an enhanced premium buyback contract for UK 

Budweiser production. 

Approved for malting in France in 2011 and widely grown on the continent since then, the 
Secobra variety has been extensively tested across Agrii’s trials network over the past 
few seasons. Successful farm production on a pilot scale in 2014 has enabled a dedicated 
UK market to be secured for growing volumes with Anheuser Busch.

“Initially, our group involves around 25 growers, with the opportunity for substantial 
expansion in 2016 and beyond,” explained Agrii crop marketing manager, Francis 
Pickering. “We’ve secured a valuable premium over conventional malting barley for this 
new variety at higher than normal grain nitrogen contents.

“Higher yielding than brewing standard, Propino in farm testing to date, Explorer has 
the added advantage of being very early maturing,” he added. “It provides an exciting 
opportunity for extending wheat and rape rotations to improve black-grass control and 
relieve autumn workload pressures, not to mention meeting the requirements of the CAP 
three crop rule.”  

extending Malting opportunities
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“W e will always be facing 
seasonal production 
and market challenges 

in our industry,” he stressed. “On top of 
these we know the future will involve 
much less agrochemical innovation 
than we’ve been used to in the past, the 
loss of more and more chemistry to the 
regulators, and increasing problems of 
weed, pest and disease resistance; not 
to mention CAP and other legislative 
as well as climatic and business 
management pressures.

“However pressing these challenges, 
we also know that the fundamental 
strengths of UK food production and 
the opportunities we have to make 
the most of them are second to none 
in the modern world. Especially so if 
we harness the very best technologies 
and genetic, agronomic, chemical and 
financial risk-management and decision 
support tools to do so.

“Our key priority at Agrii is to provide our 
agronomists and growers with both the 
technologies and tools they need to make 
the most timely and profitable decisions 
throughout their production systems. 

“As well as minimising unit production 
costs with maximum yields at every 
opportunity, our focus is on ironing out 
the peaks and troughs of area-to-area 
and year-to-year performance to give 
their businesses the greatest economic, 
environmental and legislative resilience.

David Downie identifies three key 
ingredients as central to this focus; 
ingredients which make Agrii very 
different from the crop protection-centred 
distributors of the past: 

BuiLDinG For tHe FutureinCreasinG Business eFFiCienCY

While oil contents of 
44-46% helped, the 
real secret of the 

crop’s success was its high 
oleic: low linolenic (HOLL) 
oil specification, earning an 
extra £30/t on contract to ADM 
through Agrii and Glencore 
Grain. Together with the 
standard oil bonus, this added 
£140/ha to the bottom line.

“Peter has grown HOLL rape 
since the first winter variety 
became available,” recalls 
Dorian Jones. “Back in 2006 he 
was looking for an alternative 
to winter barley in his mainly 

wheat and maize rotation. So 
he leapt at the opportunity of a 
contract when we suggested it”. 

“We’ve never failed to 
achieve the HOLL Premium 
in eight years of growing the 
crop,” Peter Bailey reports. 
“We were more than happy 
with the 3.3-3.5 t/ha the crop 
initially averaged. Since then 
our satisfaction levels have 
grown as Vistive hybrids 
have pushed-up yields to the 
level of the best double lows.” 

Ignoring the deer-affected 
area, the estate’s 4.25 t/ha 
average from V295OL last 

harvest compared very 
favourably with standard 
commodity ‘double low’ winter 
rapes grown locally, many 
on considerably better land. 
What’s more, it didn’t require 
any special treatment or extra 
growing costs.

“We have to be on our toes 
controlling the charlock, runch 
and hedge mustard that is a 
particular problem on the farm 
to avoid compromising the oil 
specification,” points out Todd 
Jex. “But this would be a top 
priority with any rape here.

“Getting the crop away 
quickly is vital in combatting 
the large pigeon population 
generally supported by all the 
local woodland. While we’ve 
yet to see light leaf spot on 
the farm, phoma is a serious 
threat. At the same time, 
effective growth regulation, 
canopy management and 

spring nutrition are key elements 
in our agronomy to deliver 
reliable 4t/ha-plus results.

“With variable costs of just 
over £520/ha last season, 
we didn’t stint on inputs. But 
we only used what the crop 
needed and it rewarded us 
well, even in a disappointing 
rapeseed market.”  

nothing marginal about HoLL rape
At Meyrick Estate on the edge of the New Forest, farm manager, Peter Bailey, Agrii seed manager Dorian 
Jones and agronomist Todd Jex have generated the sort of 2014 winter OSR performance many growers 
would have given their eye teeth for. 

team-working for  
growing resilience

Farming has a bright future, but a new 21st Century agronomy toolbox is required to 
fine-tune performance, insists Agrii Chief Executive, David Downie.

+ Carefully-targeted research 
that addresses the most crucial 
knowledge gaps and delivers  

real value; 

+ Efficient translation of the 
intelligence this generates into 
profitable practice through the 

best local agronomy; and,

 + Increasingly effective and 
precise use of all the information 
available, made possible through 
the most innovative decision 

support services.

“We’ve put impartial R&D at the 
heart of Agrii’s development with 
an unprecedented level of research 
investment,” he explained. “At the same 
time, we’ve hugely stepped-up our 
variety development, monitoring, testing 
and seed supply to deliver the most 
productive and marketable genetics 
and the best-informed variety-specific 
agronomy. And we’re complementing 
these with advanced knowledge-sharing 
partnerships based on cutting-edge 
precision agronomy, innovative decision 
support services and first class crop 
marketing and management advice.

“In this way we’re keeping our 
agronomists and growers equipped 
with what we are confident is the best 
21st Century arable, vegetable and 
fruit-growing toolbox in the business. 
One that can help our customers 
address challenges in a new way, 
and resources that forward thinking 
agronomists will demand in order to 
stay relevant to the changing needs 
their farmers have.

“National and local intelligence from 
robust trial work across the country. 
Quality data and predictive information 
from an extensive network of weather 
stations and soil probes. Crop condition 
and management advice from satellite 
and aerial imagery. Variable input 
precision and performance-enhancing 
feedback from the best possible 
understanding of local soil variations 
and needs. These and other essential 
toolbox components are enabling 
our agronomy teams to apply their 
knowledge and expertise to make the 
most of every production opportunity at 
the least possible risk. And, importantly, 
to do so on a consistent and sustainable 
basis to keep our farming customers 
successful.” 

Keys to Meyrick estate’s winter osr success

Securing a good 
Vistive contract  
early each season 
through Agrii and 
Glencore Grain.

Peter Bailey (centre) examines a V295OL 
sample with Agrii Agronomist Todd Jex (left) 
and Seed Manager Dorian Jones (right)

Targeted agronomy 
for consistent  
4t/ha yields and 
good oil levels.

Quality drilling 
at the right seed 
rate and an even 
depth with good 
consolidation.

Effective control  
of problem 
cruciferous weeds.

Timely attention 
to plant growth 
regulation and 
disease control.

Variable fertilisation 
to a fully soil 
mapped area,  
with liquid N&S  
for flexibility.

1 2 3 4 5 6

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ An average gross margin of over £600/ha at a base rapeseed 
value of £230/t was all the more impressive for the fact that 
20% of the crop was ‘hammered’ by deer, pulling the farm 
average down to 4.1 t/ha.
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top tips for modern spring barley growing

Colin Patrick,  
Agrii Seed Trials Manager  

Duncan Robertson,  
Agrii Trials Project Manager  

sHarinG Best PraCtiCe

Fresh thinking for spring barley
Modern spring barley growing can profit from a fresh approach that belies many of the 
traditional malting production wisdoms, believe Agrii specialists.

“With a modern malting market offering 
significant premium-earning opportunities 
for grain nitrogens of up to 2%, this makes 
spring barley growing an increasingly 
valuable rotational option for growers who 
might never have seriously considered it in 
the past.”

Agrii seed trials manager, Colin Patrick 
insists that even those not aiming for quality 
shouldn’t be deterred from choosing quality 
spring barleys, pointing out that there is 
no significant difference in either average 
treated yields or specific weights between 
today’s best feed and malting varieties. 

“Choose a variety for its agronomic 
strengths and suitability for your conditions 
rather than anything else,” he advised. 

Agrii trials on both heavy and light 
land over the past four years show no 
relationship whatsoever between yield and 
drilling date, with crops drilled in early or 
mid-April one year out-performing those 
sown in early or mid-March another and 
vice versa.

“Seedbed conditions are far more 
important than calendar date in sowing,” 
stressed Colin. “The worst thing you can do 
is maul spring barley into cold, wet ground. 
Do your primary cultivations before 
Christmas, then don’t sow until the ground 
dries out and warms up sufficiently, even if 
this means delaying your drilling until the 
middle of April. 

“Adjust sowing rates for seedbed conditions 
by all means. But don’t be tempted to 
increase them dramatically for later 
drilling, he added. “Even in the late spring 
of 2013, our trials sown into heavy Essex 
ground on April 15 showed no advantage 
from increasing rates from 320 to  
380 seeds/m2.”

In helping spring barley off to the best 
start, Agrii trials have, however, recorded 
yield benefits of up to 0.75 t/ha from 
seedbed phosphate  and over 1t/ha from 
comprehensive manganese treatment, 
including 0.3t/ha from manganese seed 
treatment alone.

“Our extensive studies show you can 
grow spring malting barley well on 
heavier land; you don’t need to sow it 
before the end of March; and you can 
apply 180 kg N/ha or more – including 
some at flag leaf stage – without 
necessarily going out of specification 
for malting,” pointed out Agrii head of 
agronomy, Colin Lloyd.

In addition, Agrii trials project manager, 
Duncan Robertson reports average 
responses of up to 0.7 t/ha from increasing 
malting barley pre-tillering N applications 
from 120 kg/ha to 180 kg/ha – importantly, 
without raising grain nitrogens beyond 1.7%.

“We’ve seen an average 0.8 t/ha increase 
too across a range of different N regimes 
from growing a fodder radish cover crop 
after winter wheat ahead of spring barley 
– an extra 0.5 t/ha coming on top of a full 
180 kg/ha nitrogen regime.

While more nitrogen than traditionally 
used and extra phosphate and 
manganese look to be very valuable 
for spring barley, Duncan Robertson 
does not believe the same could be 
said for more than a reasonable T1 + T2 
fungicide programme.

“Over the past three years we’ve had 
average responses of up to 0.9 t/ha from 
two spray regimes in low disease pressure 
situations and up to 2.8 t/ha where 
rhynchosporium levels were appreciable. 
Our results suggest there may be a slight 
advantage from using SDHIs rather 
than strobilurins in some high disease 
situations but that in most cases robust 
prothioconazole + strobilurin treatments 
are likely to be quite sufficient.”   

1 4
2 5
3 6

Select varieties more for their 
agronomic strengths than for market 
type, paying particular attention to 
earliness and straw yield;

Use 180 kg N/ha or more and don’t shy 
away from late nitrogen for maximum 
output without compromising grain N 
levels for many malting requirements;

Drill by seedbed condition rather than 
calendar date, even if these means 
waiting until mid-April;

Consider a well-planned cover 
crop to improve soil condition and 
capture nitrogen;

Ensure seedbed phosphate levels 
are sufficient and maintain adequate 
manganese status throughout the 
growing season;

Don’t look beyond a relatively 
simple T1+T2 programme in most 
situations.

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “Across 17 varieties in 2013 we also saw an average 0.7 t/ha yield benefit from 
increasing a farm standard 166 kg N/ha regime to 241 kg N/ha, 25 kg of which 
was applied at flag leaf,” he said. “Again this was without raising grain 
nitrogens beyond many modern malting specifications. Subsequent trials gave 
us a 0.3 t/ha response from 25 kg of late N alone.”

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “All other things being equal, go for 
a malting rather than feed type to 
give yourself the widest marketing 
options – especially with the high 
N malt markets now available. And 
look for varieties offering particular 
earliness and higher straw yields 
for the greatest rotational value 
and overall returns.”
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taKinG resPonsiBiLitY

Gear-up for extra rural 
community support

Stress levels are building noticeably in farming families across the country, warns  
The Farming Community Network chief executive, Charles Smith. To such an extent that, 
with Agrii’s backing, he and his 350-strong volunteer team are gearing-up to provide 
broader and more extensive face-to-face support than ever in 2015.

“W e’re going into the New Year with farm 
finances stretched by depressed commodity 
prices showing few signs of early recovery,” he 

pointed out. “At the same time, farmers are facing the biggest 
changes to CAP arrangements and support payments in a 
decade. And this on top of the day-to-day stresses of running 
bigger and more complicated businesses with greater levels 
of risk and fewer people to share the burden.

“When stress levels are high, issues that 
could quite easily be resolved with the right 
support all too frequently turn into real 
crises,” explained Charles Smith. “Especially 
so, when people can’t see where to turn for 
a helping hand or are reluctant to ask for it 
early enough.

“As a faith-based organisation, we’re always 
here for farmers and their families, walking 
alongside them whenever they need us. We 
want to make everyone more conscious of 
the support we offer and comfortable about 
asking for it sooner rather than later.”

Most prominent among the issues FCN helps 
with today are financial difficulties, coping 
with bureaucracy, physical and mental well-
being, and family relationships, while bovine 
TB-related problems are, unsurprisingly, 
acute in some parts of the country.

Bureaucracy  
& Inspections

Family  
Relationships

Financial 
Difficulties

Physical 
& Mental 

Well-being 

Key FCn issues

Contact FCN:    
If you think you might be able to help contact mail@fcn.org.uk
If you think you might need help contact 0845 367 9990 or chris@fcn.org.uk

Fifty-eight modern beehives, each with 20 wired frames, were 
built from scratch and provided to communities in north east 
Tanzania in just three days last October by a seven-strong team 
of Agrii-sponsored farming volunteers in an innovative Farm 
Africa challenge project.

Organised by Lincolnshire flower grower, Matthew Naylor 
and including Agrii agronomist Emma Dennis, the ‘Bee Team’ 
worked shoulder-to-shoulder with local craftsmen in two and 
a half days of non-stop hive building before delivering the 
product of their labours to villagers in the Nou Forest Reserve on 
the edge of the famous Rift Valley.

“It’s amazing what a difference these beehives are making to 
forest families,” stressed Emma. “Since it started in 2009, the 
Farm Africa beekeeping project has distributed nearly 1500 
hives to over 500 members in 33 villages, more than doubling 
their honey production and incomes as part of the charity’s 
drive to help farmers help themselves out of poverty and 
reduce deforestation.

“We didn’t really appreciate the value of what seemed like our 
very modest contribution to this project until we came to present 
our hives to the villagers of Endoji. It was literally tear-jerking to 
share in the joy we brought and humbling to be treated so well by 
such lovely and generous people who have so little,” she recalled.

the bee’s knees

The ‘Bee team’ present the hives to villagers in the Nou Forest Reserve

More often than not, it isn’t a single issue that’s the problem. 
One thing overlaps with another, then another, and eventually 
everything becomes too much. This is something the organisation’s 
volunteers in their 33 county-based groups know only too well. They 
also know how to help people work through their problems and find 
their own solutions, re-building the self-confidence and emotional 
resilience that has so often been lost.

“A problem shared really is a problem halved,” insisted Charles 
Smith. “Just having someone impartial with the right understanding 
you can talk to in complete confidence can be a real life-saver. All 
the more so if they have the commitment to stay on your side and by 
your side to help you find your own way through the problems, and 
the knowledge and connections to signpost you towards any extra 
support and advice that may help you do so.”   

Charles Smith, The Farming Community Network Chief Executive

“This experience has made us all the more determined to meet the 
£50,000 fund-raising target we’ve set over the coming 12 months to 
support Farm Africa’s work.”

To find out more about the Beehive Challenge or any of the team’s 
planned events contact emma.dennis@agrii.co.uk

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “It won’t take another flood or disease crisis to leave 
many families in urgent need of support. Nor will 
that need be confined to the most exposed upland 
and tenant farming sectors. We know a small straw 
can break the camel’s back just as easily in large, 
apparently secure arable businesses as it can in 
small, obviously vulnerable livestock ones.”
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enCouraGinG innoVation

A range of assessment, monitoring and forecasting services are being developed by 
Agrii to help arable, vegetable and fruit agronomy teams across the country boost 
profitability through increasingly precise and timely management.

Figure 3: The MetQuest dashboard
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Future technologies to 
boost profitability 

“T he potential for reducing the 
uncertainty involved in day-to-day 
agronomy by the most effective 

analysis, interpretation and integration 
of information from different sources is 
immense,” explained the company’s R&D 
projects co-ordinator, Dr Francesca Salinari. 

“Working with leading academic and 
commercial partners, we are developing an 
exciting portfolio of decision support services 
to do just this. Harnessing the power of modern 
information technology, these are integrating 
the best available national and local data with 
the latest research-based arable, vegetable and 
fruit production understanding.

“We’re already providing a total of 17 vegetable 
and fruit disease risk forecasting services 
linked to local weather station data through our 
MetQuest dashboard,” Dr Salinari pointed out. 

“In the past year we have introduced a T-Sum 
aphid forecasting service for protective BYDV 

spraying. And, amongst other important 
developments, we’re testing a series 
of Septoria tritici models to aid wheat 
spraying decisions.

To provide increasingly sophisticated 
information for these services, Agrii is 
evaluating a broad range of biosensor 
technologies in dedicated research 
projects. Foremost among these are optical 
sensing devices to identify the onset of 
fungal diseases or weather-induced 
stresses like drought, and advanced 
diagnostics to identify the presence of 
fungal inoculum – all well before symptoms 
are visible.

Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are also 
being developed and explored alongside 
satellite imagery using NDVI (Normalised 
Difference Vegetation Index) and other 
sensing techniques to capture better 
real-time intelligence on crop growth 
and condition. Integrating this data with 
SoilQuest soil mapping, laser soil texturing, 
IrriQuest soil moisture measurement and 
yield mapping through the innovative Agrii 
Precision Services (APS) portal is bringing 
this growing resource together in a single 
convenient place for agronomy teams to 
use in improving the precision of their 
management.

“Timely alerts and better crop intelligence 
based on accurate monitoring and 
forecasting allows the people at the 
sharp end of agronomy to target their 
management skills and knowledge to far 
greater effect,” Dr Salinari concluded. “As 
well as helping them make the very most 

of their inputs to maximise the yields that 
drive profitability, we see our decision 
support tools being especially valuable 
in implementing and demonstrating 
the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
required under the Sustainable Use of 
Pesticides Directive.”   

Disease &  
Pest Models

agronomy 
team

weather
stations

Field
Biosensors

satellite 
imagery

Yield Data soilQuest
information

research
Data

uaV
sensors

irriQuest
information

agrii Decision support

Local weather networking

Agrii’s industry-leading MetQuest network of more than 
170 in-field weather stations across the UK is providing a 
wealth of local meteorological and other environmental 

information to support arable, vegetable and fruit crop 
management decision-making.

The weather stations automatically transmit data on air 
temperature, air humidity, rainfall, wind direction and speed, 
leaf wetness, solar radiation and soil temperature to a national 
database. From here it can be directly accessed by individual 
agronomists and growers to provide them with the most up-to-
date management information through the MetQuest dashboard 
as well as being employed in the growing range of more widely-
available decision support services.

The MetQuest dashboard currently provides:

+ A 2-day detailed weather forecast;

+ A 10-day more general weather forecast;

+ An 8-day historical weather summary;

+ A 6-day spraying condition forecast in hourly detail; and,

+ A 5-day historical, current and 3-day disease risk forecast.

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “These tools are designed to enable 
our growers and agronomists 
to focus their attention far more 
precisely on the most immediate 
crop needs and threats based 
on variety characteristics, 
environmental conditions and risk 
levels. Such support is becoming 
more and more important to 
complement local experience and 
skills in a world of larger acreages 
managed by fewer men and 
machines with greater chemical 
limitations and climatic variability.”
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ManaGinG resourCes

Agrii’s contracting scale means it can 
provide a service highly competitive with 
the cost of operating a farm sprayer. Add 
in the costs saved by not having chemical 
storage or application equipment to 
finance and maintain, chemical wastes 
to dispose of, or auditable records to keep 
up-dated and the value of contracting-out 
becomes clearer.  All the more so when 
the ability it provides for better full time 
labour utilisation is taken into account.

“Economics apart, time and capacity 
are the biggest single reasons growers 
use us,” Neil Millar reported. “Increasing 

acreages managed by fewer people 
mean spraying capacity has become 
seriously limiting on many farms; 
particularly where they’ve switched to 
liquid fertilisation. So, counter-intuitively 
perhaps, many growers are finding that 
contracting the operation to a reliable 
specialist partner like us with sufficient 
skill and capacity actually means 
greater timeliness than continuing to do 
the job themselves.

“As well as applying the right 
treatments in the right way at the right 
time, our customers appreciate the fact 

that all the chemicals come with the 
sprayer and all the empty packaging 
leaves with it. They only pay for 
what is applied, with absolutely no 
wastage or need for waste disposal. 
Equally valuable in cash flow terms, 
they only pay once the job is done. 
So they have no product to store, 
manage and finance, nor equipment 
to clean and maintain.  Their field 
records are also continuously up-
dated to satisfy the most rigorous 
auditing. This adds up to far greater 
savings in time and cost than just  
the spraying.”  

T o such an extent that the 
UK’s leading spraying 
contractor, Agrii has 

seen its core business grow 
by nearly 15% in the past two 
seasons.  Spraying more than a 
quarter of a million hectares in 
2013/14, the company currently 
runs 35 large, mainly self-
propelled sprayers from 10 
bases across the country.

“Our business remains heavily 
weighted towards Scotland 
where it was originally 
founded as the Contract 

Spraying Company (CSC) 
with a single machine here in 
Perthshire in 1947,” explained 
contract support manager, 
Neil Millar. “However, we’re 
seeing growing demand for 
both seasonal support and full 
contract work for units based 
in Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Kent, 
Yorkshire and Northumberland 
as well as throughout our 
Scottish heartland; especially 
so as the November 2015 
deadline for the ending of 
grandfather’s spraying rights 
draws nearer.

Contract spraying is proving increasingly attractive to arable businesses keen to ensure the greatest 
efficacy and economy of agrochemical and liquid fertiliser use while avoiding the expense and hassle of 
chemical storage, record keeping and waste disposal.

Contract spraying for 
efficiency and economy

Agrii Contract Support Manager, Neil Millar

Fife Benefits

A t Barns Farm, Dalgety Bay on the Fife coast over-looking 
the Forth bridges, Stuart Milne and Agrii agronomist, 
Robin MacHugh see the benefits of contracting-out all 

their crop spraying first hand.

Stuart and his wife Sandra run the 1000-acre tenanted holding 
with one full time man. In addition to 400 acres of cereals on two 
parcels of land four miles apart, they manage a 500 ewe flock, 130 
cow suckler herd from which they finish all the stock.

“With the exception of specialist jobs like potato desiccation,  
we did all of our own spraying in the past,” explained Stuart.  
“On our acreage we could certainly have justified a mounted 
sprayer or a second-hand trailed unit when we needed to replace 
our original machine in the mid-Nineties. “Instead, though, we 
went completely down the contract route. 

“Time was the deciding factor.  We’ve always recognised the 
importance of first class crop protection to minimise costs per 
tonne by getting the most tonnes from every acre. But with 
lambing, calving and drilling all demanding our attention,  
every spring we’d struggle to keep up with the spraying.

“There’s no way I’d ever leave the lambing field to go 
spraying. The livestock simply have to take priority. 
So the only way we could give both enterprises the 
attention they needed was to delegate the spraying.” 

Seasonal workloads allow the Milnes to continue doing all 
their own cultivation, drilling, fertilising and harvesting.  
However, they’re more than pleased all the spraying is now  
 in Agrii’s hands. 

“Keeping on top of Septoria and yellow rust in our wheat is vital,” 
stressed Robin MacHugh. “Rynchosporium is becoming more 
difficult to control up here in Scotland too. “And we have to have 
decent bushel weights and mycotoxin-free grain for our markets. 

“Spray timing is as critical here as chemical choice. I’m in 
contact with the spray team as I write my recommendations, 
and each has a start and an end date. That way I can match 
what is applied precisely to the changing needs of our crops as 
the season develops. 

“Knowing my recommendations will be always applied with 
the correct nozzles and water volumes and at exactly the 
rates I prescribe is another advantage of working with our 
professional contract team.  This means the most cost-effective 
programmes because there’s no need to build any extra safety 
margins into the recommendations to allow for inaccuracies.  
At the same time, because all the chemicals come direct from 
our depot with the sprayer, I don’t have any worries about 
delivery scheduling either.”  

View from Barns Farm overlooking the Firth of Forth

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “It’s not just smaller units using us either. We’re working for 
businesses as large as 2000 ha that could easily justify their 
own investment in state-of-the-art sprayer technologies.”
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A grii took on the site two years ago to give its fruit 
agronomists the chance to test ideas about crop 
management and, for instance, to look at the effectiveness 

of current and novel pesticides, generating new information that 

they will then be able to share. And with a range of fruit clones 

and varieties all on the same site, growers will get the chance to 

assess for themselves the earliness, precocity and growth habit of 

each, which they can’t easily do anywhere else.

In the apples and pears already planted Mr Bird is tracking the 

effect on establishment and first yields of apples and pears of 

using compost or slow-release fertiliser, which were used either 

separately or together in the planting hole when the first trees 

were planted in 2013. On this year’s plantings he is comparing 

two different mycorrhiza products, to see if there is any difference 

between them. 

He has also run a trial on residual herbicides. “The residual 

herbicides that currently can be used are either not persistent 

enough or broad enough in the range of weeds they target,” he 

explains. “I have looked this year at one product which is known 

to be broad spectrum in its activity but has no approval on top 

fruit, and at a couple of others which have a 12-month harvest 

interval so could be used in new orchards.”

A comparison of fungicides approved for control of either apple 
scab or powdery mildew, or which can control both diseases, 
showed that all were effective. “There has been concern among 
some growers that some of these products don’t work as well as 
they used to,” says Mr Bird. “But from this one trial in one year, 
it looks like they are still effective even in what had been a high 
pressure year for mildew.” 

On pears, Mr Bird wanted to see if fruit quality could be at 
risk by repeated sprays of the insecticide Sirius, a physically 
acting product based on silicon. “I was targeting pear sucker 
and applied it at four times the recommended rate to see what 
would happen – and it had no adverse effect,” he says 

Another issue Mr Bird is investigating is spray coverage by low-
drift nozzles. “There is an issue about good coverage at water 
volumes acceptable to fruit growers,” he says. 

The demonstration site will be made available to agrochemical 
manufacturers should they need to test products under 
development on different fruit types or varieties. “It may help 
them collect the data they need for registration of new products 
– which will help the whole fruit industry,” he adds. “Anyone 
who has an idea for trials work is invited to get in touch – it’s 
what the site is here for.”  

seeD; toP tiPs 

top tips for farm-saved seed this winter

agrii’s demonstration site for fruit production 

top tips for Master seeds

Planting has continued this year at Agrii’s 1ha demonstration site 

for fruit production, at East Malling Research in Kent. The apples 

and pears planted last year have been joined by cherries, plums and 

the first trees of what will be a collection of apricots –one of the fruit 

industry’s newest crops – plus strawberries on raised beds. It won’t 

stop there, however, as Agrii technical support manager for fruit, Colin 

Bird, who has overall responsibility for the project, has plans to plant 

a further 300 apple trees this autumn, plus blackcurrants, raspberries 

and gooseberries.

Mark Taylor, FSS National Business Manager identifies 10 top tips for farm-saved seed care and attention this season:

1 5 9

3 7

2 6 10

4 8

Use crops grown from certified 
seed of the highest possible 
quality – preferably to Master 
Seeds standards;

Harvest at 16% moisture  
or below;

Insist on professional 
processing geared to the 
specific needs of each seed lot 
and check the quality before 
accepting it; and,

Clean combines and trailers 
carefully before harvesting to 
minimise contamination;

Have the seed laboratory-
tested for viability and vigour 
as well as germination, 
wherever possible;

Select fields or areas of fields 
with minimal grass weed 
populations and where ear 
disease control, in particular, 
has been first class;

Measure 1000 grain weights at 
the point of processing for the 
greatest accuracy;

Ensure your processor retains 
all samples ‘as grown and 
treated’ for the entire crop year 
for complete traceability.

Avoid all crops treated with 
glyphosate pre-harvest;

Select the most appropriate 
T(-1) seed treatments for 
the variety and seed status 
in discussion with your 
agronomist and treater;

1

4

3

6 10

9

2

5Make sure you choose the 
right variety for the right 
end use.

Consider Manganese seed 
treatment on potentially 
deficient soils for spring 
barley seed.

Look for varieties with the 
right agronomic characters in 
feed barley – maturity, straw, 
specific weight.

Most winter wheat varieties 
are cleared for sowing to at 
least mid-February.

You can grow FieldStar almost 
anywhere for cattle or AD.

New varieties of winter cereals 
and oilseed rape are available 
to book now.

Propino Spring Barley 
will be the main choice in 
England and Concerto in 
Scotland.

Limited stocks left of spring 
pulses so book early.

7 11

8

Spring wheat sales are 
ahead of last year and 
again stocks may get 
limited.

Add Take Off on FieldStar, 
Capris and DKC 3333.

Consider Take Off seed 
treatment to help improve 
establishment and rooting.
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aGrii researCH & DeVeLoPMent ConneCt witH aGrii

Did you know...
As an Agrii customer you have the reassurance that your 
agronomist’s advice and support is backed by the industry’s most 
innovative agronomic research and development programme in 
the UK.

We do this work so our customers can stretch the productivity 
of their hectares, optimise the economics of crop growing, stay 
abreast of the latest technologies and farm efficiently and 
sustainably for the future.

Every year we invest more than £1million in R&D to ensure that our 
skilled Agrii agronomists are always equipped with, and can swiftly 
communicate, the most up to date intelligence and expertise. 

You can see the scope and depth of our work opposite. If you 
would like to learn more, speak to your usual Agrii contact or visit 
our website for forthcoming iFarm events – our network of local 
knowledge transfer sites. 

working for you

5  teCHnoLoGY Centres

60,000  
triaL PLots across the UK:  
representing all regions and crops

460 rePLiCateD  
triaLs nationaLLY

32 DeMonstration iFarMs: 
putting R&D into practice

+ R&D experts qualified to the highest 
ORETO standards

+ Collaborations with key industry 
partners: ADAS, HGCA, plant 
breeders, crop protection 
manufacturers, machinery experts, 
academic bodies

unrivalled in r&D
Our national R&D programme represents the UK’s leading trials 
facility and ensures that Agrii agronomists, together with their 
customers, receive the best intelligence to support sustainable and 
profitable farming in the UK.

New agronomy approaches are regularly trialled on our 
demonstration and working farms.  To register your interest visit  
www.agrii.co.uk

 subject trials Locations

Variety management 171 45

Drilling dates 15 8

Seed rates 15 12

Plant growth regulation 20 13

Micro-nutrients 9 6

Biologicals 2 2

Seed treatments 26 14

Insects/Pests 9 8

Cultivations 7 3

Blackgrass management 33 9

Ryegrass management 3 3

Brome management 3 3

Annual meadow grass management 4 3

Other grassweed trials 7 5

BLW management 11 8

WW Disease management 52 19

WW Disease modelling 3 3

WB Disease management 23 9

WOSR Disease management 8 6

Winter Oat trials 9 5

Nitrogen management 27 11

Sulphur management 2 2

Phosphorous management 7 5

Potassium management 2 2

Manganese seed treatments 15 15

thank you for reading 
this edition of Growing 
Matters. we hope you 
found it useful. 
Please note that the content within this 
document does not represent advice, 
which should always be tailored to local 
situations. Please speak to your adviser for 
more detailed information on any of the 
topics covered.

thank you Connect with the agri-intelligence network
If you would like to learn more about Agrii, we invite you to connect with us in any of the 
following ways:

+ Via our Agronomy and advisory teams – we have 300 agronomists throughout the UK 
who can advise on all aspects of modern crop production, and also seed and nutrition 
specialists.

+ At an Agrii iFarm event – we have 32 locations where, in conjunction with our host 
farmers, we demonstrate the latest technologies and production techniques. Lively 
events provide an opportunity to meet other farmers and quiz industry experts.

+ On AgriiPlus – a comprehensive information database available to our agronomy 
customers (more details from your Agrii agronomist).

+ At www.agrii.co.uk – for more information, to check your local contacts or to ask us a 
question. Visit regularly for news and details of our events.

+ On Twitter – @AgriiUK – for regular updates.

+ Sign up for our email newsletters – eBulletin is a monthly update or eJournal for news 
and information relevant to your region.

+ Speak to our Customer Services Team – with any queries on 0845 6073322

agri-intelligence  
insights from agrii.
Agrii is producing a series of project 
reports designed to spotlight the latest 
research and thinking relating to a 
number of key agronomic challenges 
that our agronomists and customers 
face on farm.

Written by Agrii specialists and 
populated with findings from our own 
trials and third party research work, the 
guides will signpost practical solutions 
to improve the physical and financial 
performance of crops.

Guides can be requested from your 
local Agrii contact.

2014/15 insights
Report 

No.
Subject Covering

1 Getting second wheat crops to 
perform – a management guide

Variety, seed rate, nutrition, seed treatments, 
fungicides, PGRs

2 Beating blackgrass – findings 
from our Stow Longa integrated 
control experiment

Cultivations, crops, varieties, application, seed 
treatments, crop protection

3 Kicking off Winter oilseed rape 
establishment – encouraging a 
rapid start

Variety & cultivation choice, coping without 
neonics, starter fertilisers

4 Future technologies – how 
innovation in decision support 
can help

Use of weather station technology, disease & 
pest forecasting systems, variable seed rates, 
soil scanning / zoning to include case studies

5 Micro nutrition of crops – why is 
it important and how should it be 
targeted?

Review of what each element does, what it 
is needed for and complimented by our own 
results

6 Understanding adjuvant 
technology – does it deliver?

Why do we need adjuvants? Where are they 
most likely to deliver a benefit?

7 Disease management in cereals 
– where to invest? 

Resistance, the challenges and opportunities.  
Data from last 4 or 5 years on cost/ benefit.

8 Fodder crops – getting them to 
perform

New developments in Maize and grassland; 
maize for AD plants

9 Resilience in varieties – what 
should we look for?

Understanding new genetic techniques and 
what they might offer; assessing varieties for 
2015/16

on Farm
Deci
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agriiPlus

Trials undertaken include:



West –Andoversford

Cheltenham, GL54 4LZ,

Tel: 01242 821100  

East – Alconbury

The Crossways, Alconbury Hill, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 4JH. 
Tel: 01480 418000  

North – Perth 

Glenearn Road, Perth, PH2 0NL

Tel: 01738 623201

Registered Offices:
Agrii is the trading name of Masstock Arable (UK) Ltd. and United Agri Products Ltd.  
Registered office is Andoversford, Cheltenham, GL54 4LZ.


